Although everyone 'is currently being bombarded with publicity about the micro-electronics revolution most people are only Tare .9.1 insignificant applicauons of this technology. The subtle and fundamental effects on the structure of society governing the way in which we hve are nut obvious. Education is no exception to the 'effects' of this revolution arrd many teachers are unaware of implied 'changes in the curriculum and also in inethOds of teaching. miceocornputer used in the ways indicated above is 'enabling' educational processes to take place and therefOn; it does not appear as an objedt of study
In its own right it Is simply there as a means of supporting and extending learning activities. Conceived in this way:the use of microcomputers could be subject to the same sort of problems associated with any form of educational technology.
We have identified six areas of difficulty which face the teacher using educational technology:
(i) Educational Technology, unlike a specific discipline, has a role to'play relevant to the whole curriculum and therefore can only be de-fined in operational terms. For many teachers this idea presents a genuine conceptual leap.
(ii) Until recently there has been no real consideration of Software's contribution to Educational and to co-ordinate all individuals and groups with an intelest in educational technology. In-service.training was on area of specific responsibility f or which a sub, committee was formed._ The committee organised a seminar to discuss the activities of ITIACET in general and In-ServiceTraining iii deiail, with it view to defining the initial stages of a training programme. -The remainder of this artkle deals with the practical developments of one approach .wh(ch was formulated in depth with reference to microcompu ters.
The essential diffi of this approach was to provide d traming"module in which tkie uses of haidware and software were fundamimtally linked.Diagrom 2 shows the idea behind the approach.
' Diagram 2
After considering whether educational technology is an appropriate approach in this context, its use is considered in terms of preparation before the lesson, prewntation during the lesson, and evaluation after the lesson has taken place.
The specific application which was consiffered was the use of a computer assisted learning (CAL) program. We considered what any subject teacher needed to know in order to use such prograrns\efettively.
Diagram 3 attemPts to state these requirements with respect to the ideas shown on Diagram 2.
This was all very well as a hypothetical exercise, but would such an approach work using an apparently WWI EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY?
,Aids to more effective learning.
ii)
To aSsist in ,specific learning situations e.g. class, grolip or indiVidual learning. complicated piece of technology like a microcomputer? We decided 'to put it to the test. To record the implementation of this approach we undertook a classroom observation. This observation was recorded using three video cameras and two microphones; one camera was used to record directly the output of the microcom uter. We felt that information we recorded was Irepresentative of ow conception of the problems nd also showed the potential of the classroom use of educational technology. In the light of the a ove we decided to produce an in-service training programme demonstrating the use'of Educational Technology in general, aniff of CAL specifically, which was based upon this Diagram 3 record of our ,observations. The programme was designed to emphasise ()Or theoretical approach to educational technology.
The specific CAL unit used was concerned with the siting of a motorway. It was used by a geography teacher in a third year humanities, course in one of Hertfordshire's comprehensive schools. (Note 2) In Diagram 3 we attempted to.consider a.structure for using Educational Technology which identified particular factors which a teAher should consider before, during, and after using a miC:rocomputer.
The need for adequate preparation by the teacher was emphasised in the programme during the introductory sequence. The teacher was shown previewing teach
Extension arid reinforcement of curriculum.
2)
Introduction of new forms of learnirl apd,teaching. Integration into the JeSson.
3)
Integration with other. learning resources. Bearing all these factors in mind she decided to \ arrange her classourn in the way shown in Diagram \ 5: As well as enabling her to use the various resources easily and ef ficiently this classroom organisation permitted group activities to develop naturally.
The remainder of the video programme is an edited version of the initial classroom observation designed to highlight the approach outlined in this article. Although decisions had to be taken in making the videotape, in order to condenseotwo hours of classroom practice, we hope that the result is a true reflection of the teacher's experience.
Wo intend that the video programme will be used as an in-training resource in conjunction with a demohstration of the microcomputer and in general discussion of the use of EduCational Technology. 
